Milton Delivers.
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Where population meets inspiration.
Facts, stats and data on multifaceted Milton. Industry, knowledge, recreation, location–
opportunity aplenty for any business or enterprise looking for a new home.
Isn’t it time you took a closer look?
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Milton is more than just a great story, it’s a story that keeps getting better and better.
Nestled against the backdrop of the renowned Niagara Escarpment, Milton not only offers a quality of life
second to none in the Greater Toronto Area, but is recognized for being well placed within one of the world’s
most significant transportation and logistics corridors. Tranquil, yet equally engaged in contemporary, urban
life, Milton has enjoyed steady population and land development growth year after year, for the past decade.
Fortunately, that same growth has seen significant additions to a highly skilled and professional workforce.
Of equal importance, Milton is youthful, with a median age of 34.1 years – meaning we have the employee
profile necessary to compete in today’s competitive and technically advanced marketplace.
While recruiting employees is critical to the success of today’s corporations, retaining them can be a
challenge. In an era that promotes work-life balance, Milton not only extends social, cultural and lifestyle
choices, but the addition of the Milton Centre for the Arts is a shining example of just how progressive
this unique GTA community is. Quite simply… Milton is the art of better living.
It’s not only our impressive demographics though – when it comes to opportunities for businesses to build
a solid base from which they can compete worldwide, Milton speaks for itself. Boasting a well established
infrastructure, business services and easy access to global markets, it’s easy to see how businesses
continue to succeed by choosing Milton.
Through every stage of development or relocation, our resources, professional services and economic
development team are here to offer our personal assistance and guidance. Why? Because… Milton makes
it happen.
So, no matter what it is you are looking for, Milton delivers: from the beauty of our natural setting, to
our highly educated demographic, impressive transportation and logistics corridors, contemporary urban
living and the modern amenities associated with a diverse, multicultural lifestyle, Milton is truly the place
to live, learn, work and grow. Without a doubt… It’s the place you’ll call home.
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